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Direct and indirect excitation mechanisms in two-photon photoemission spectroscopy
of Cu„111… and CO/Cu„111…

M. Wolf, A. Hotzel, E. Knoesel, and D. Velic
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 1 September 1998!

It is demonstrated that the dependence of the two-photon photoemission~2PPE! yield on the polarization of
the exciting laser light provides detailed information about the excitation mechanism and the orientation of
transition dipole moments in the 2PPE process. In particular, it is possible to distinguish between adirect
two-photon excitation process, where both electronic transitions are induced by the electric fields at the surface,
and anindirect mechanism, where the first excitation step occurs in the substrate. In the latter process the
intermediate state in 2PPE is populated by scattering of photoexcited hot electrons from the substrate, which
are subsequently photoemitted by the second laser pulse. The analysis is applied to 2PPE from clean and CO
covered Cu~111!. Furthermore, we have derived analytical expressions for the 2PPE signal based on the optical
Bloch equations for a three-level system excited with continuous light beams. They allow us to calculate 2PPE
spectra of surface states for a variety of cases.@S0163-1829~99!02008-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-photon photoemission~2PPE! spectroscopy is a
powerful experimental technique to investigate the surf
electronic structure as well as the dynamics of electron
normally unoccupied electronic states at surfaces.1–11 Early
studies on 2PPE from surfaces have focused on the elec
dynamics of semiconductors1,2 and spectroscopy of imag
potential states on metals.3,4 More recent developments i
ultrafast laser techniques have opened a rapidly growing
search field, where 2PPE has been used with great succe
study the electron dynamics in adsorbate overlayers,5,6 co-
herent excitation of electron wave packets,7 optical dephas-
ing, and phase control of electrons in metals,8,9 phonon con-
tributions to the surface state dynamics,10 and spin-resolved
electron relaxation in ferromagnetic systems.11

However, in many cases little is known about the exci
tion mechanism and the transition probabilities in tw
photon photoemission. In 2PPE a first~pump! laser pulse
excites the sample~resulting in the population of normally
unoccupied electronic states! followed by excitation to a fi-
nal state above the vacuum level by a second~probe! laser
pulse. Figure 1 schematically illustrates different excitat
pathways in 2PPE. Photoemission can be induced either
sequence ofdirect electronic transitions from the initial stat
ui& to the final stateuf &, or by anindirect process in which the
intermediate stateuk& is populated by scattering and rela
ation of ‘‘hot’’ electrons, which are photoexcited in the su
strate. For example, in 2PPE from a Cu~111! @or Ag~111!#
surface the first (n51) image potential state may be pop
lated either by direct excitation from the occupied (n50)
surface state at the center of the surface Brillouin zo
~at ki50!10,12 or via scattering of ‘‘hot’’ substrate electron
into the image state.12 The direct excitation process dom
nates if the pump-photon energy is close to the energy
ference between the (n50) and (n51) state.10,12

The direct and indirect excitation mechanisms differ
the role of coherence~the phase relation between the pho
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excited electron and its photohole! in the 2PPE process. Fo
the indirect mechanism the coherence of the excitation is
by phase-breaking scattering events and the 2PPE pro
can be separated into two subsequent steps. Coherent co
schemes, which rely on the phase relation between pump
probe pulses, are not applicable.8 For a direct excitation pro-
cess the transition rates between individual levels are gi
by the transition dipole moments and the electric fields at
surface. Within the optical dephasing times of the transitio
the electron dynamics can be controlled by the phase of
electric fields.7,8 The time evolution of the 2PPE signal ca
be calculated using optical Bloch equations, which fully d
scribe the coherent dynamics as well as the energy and p
relaxation in the system.7,8,10,12,13This treatment has bee
applied to 2PPE from image potential states. Thes symme-
try of these states implies that the transition dipole mome
are oriented along the surface normal, and thus 2PPE is

FIG. 1. Direct vs indirect excitation mechanism in pump-pro
two-photon photoemission. For direct excitation the transition ra
between the levelsui&, uk&, anduf & are given by the transition-dipole
moments and the electric fields at the surface. In the indirect p
cess the first photon is absorbed in the substrate followed by s
tering of a photoexcited electron into the intermediate stateuk&.
5926 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 5927DIRECT AND INDIRECT EXCITATION MECHANISMS . . .
duced by the normal component of the electric field.
In this paper we derive some analytical expressions

the 2PPE signal by solving the optical Bloch equations fo
three-level system under continuous wave~cw! excitation.
The 2PPE intensity is proportional to a term that determi
the line shape and peak intensities in 2PPE spectroscopy
to a term that depends on the polarization of the laser l
~see the Appendix!. Here we focus on the polarization de
pendence of the 2PPE signal from electronic states on c
and carbon monoxide~CO! covered Cu~111! with various
symmetries. We show that it is possible to discriminate
tween adirect two-photon excitation process and anindirect
~i.e., substrate mediated! excitation mechanism in 2PPE a
illustrated in Fig. 1. Related studies using polarized lig
have been performed to elucidate the excitation mechan
in surface photochemistry.14–17 Our analysis also allows u
to draw conclusions about the orientation of the transit
dipole moments in the 2PPE process.

The system CO/Cu~111! was chosen because the 2PP
spectra show for the (A33A3)R30° phase pronounced fe
tures from the Cud band as well as adsorbate induced sta
with s andp symmetry.18 This allows us to analyze simul
taneously the polarization dependence of several states
different symmetry. In a previous paper on 2PPE from C
Cu~111! the unoccupied CO 2p* derived resonance ha
been identified at 3.35 eV above the Fermi level.19 Time-
resolved photoemission studies have established an u
limit of 5 fs for the lifetime of the 2p* level.20,21 Recently,
the manipulation of individual CO molecules on Cu~111! in
scanning tunneling microscopy was found to be induced
the transient population of the CO 2p* level by tunneling
electrons from the STM tip.21

II. POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE
OF THE 2PPE INTENSITY

In a direct two-photon photoemission process the pu
pulse induces a direct electronic transition from an occup
initial state ui& to a normally unoccupied intermediate sta
uk&; subsequently the electron is excited by the probe puls
a final stateuf & above the vacuum level, where it leaves t
surface~see Fig. 1!. This final state can be regarded as
‘‘inverse low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! state’’ as
in a one-photon photoemission theory.22 In the following we
consider equal pump and probe pulses, which induce an e
tric field Re@Einc(t)e

2 ivt
•e# at the surface; hereEinc(t) is the

electric-field envelope of the incident laser pulse with cen
frequencyv ande is the normalized electric field at the su
face. The two-photon transition rate to the final state,Wi f ,
which depends on the energy- and phase-relaxation rates
on the transition matrix elements between the statesui&, uk&,
and uf &, can be calculated by solving the optical Bloch equ
tions for a three-level system.10 For the case of cw beam
@Einc(t)5const# we have derived an analytical solutio
which is given in the Appendix. Within the dipole approx
mation the dependence of the 2PPE signal on the pola
tion vector is given in the case of one discrete intermed
stateuk& by @see Eq.~A10!#:

Wi f }u~mik•e!~mk f•e!u2. ~1.1!
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Here mik and mk f denote the transition-dipole moments b
tween the electronic statesui&, uk&, and uf &. Throughout this
paper, we only considerreal transition-dipole moments. By
exploiting the symmetry of the electronic states this expr
sion can be simplified. In this paper, we study 2PPE alo
the surface normal, therefore the final state is totally sy
metric for all relevant point groups. If, for example, the in
tial and intermediate states haves symmetry, the transition-
dipole moments are oriented along the surface nor
~defined as thez direction!, and thusWi f }(m ik

zmk f
z)2uezu4.

The latter expression is obviously totally symmetric for
relevant point groups. In general, the transition-dipole m
ments may be arbitrarily tilted with respect to the surfa
normal and may have nonvanishing components in the
face plane. However, the resulting 2PPE signal~for normal
emission! must be invariant under the symmetry operatio
of the surface-point group. In order to obtain a symmetriz
expression forWi f , we project the electric fielde onto the
transition momentsmik and mk f and calculate@see Eq.
~A12!#:

Wi f }U(
sym

~mik•e!~mk f•e!U2

, ~1.2!

where(sym denotes the sum over the different contributio
to Wi f obtained by applying the symmetry operations of t
surface point group simultaneously tomik and mk f . This
expression is applicable in the case of several intermed
statesuk&, which are degenerate for symmetry reasons@see
the Appendix, Eq.~A12!#. Note that in a direct two-photon
process excitation of real and virtual intermediate states m
contribute to the signal.23 On the other hand, if the 2PPE
signal originates from different domains on the surface
from noninteracting initial states one has to average over
signal intensitiesaccording to the symmetry of the surfac
@see Eq.~A13!#:

W}(
sym

u~mik•e!~mk f•e!u2. ~1.3!

To calculate the polarization dependence ofW the nor-
malized electric fielde at the surface must be known. Usin
the Fresnel equations, the componentsex , ey , andez of the
electric field on the vacuum side can be obtained for
abrupt interface where the complex refractive index is rep
sented by a step function:14,15,24

ex5~12r p!cosQ i cosF,

ey5~11r s!sinF,

ez5~11r p!sinQ i cosF. ~2!

Here,Q i is the angle of incidence with respect to the surfa
normal,F is the polarization angle of the light with respe
to the plane of incidence~defined as thex-z plane! as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The coefficientsr p andr s , which depend on
the complex refractive indexn1 ik and on the angle of inci-
dence, are the Fresnel reflection coefficients forp-polarized
(F50°) ands-polarized (F590°) light, respectively.24 Us-
ing the optical constants for copper@n51.35, k51.71 at
hn54.03 eV~Ref. 25!#, we calculate for the electric fields o
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the vacuum sideex50.5332 i0.308 andez50.8821 i0.308
for p polarization (F50°) andey50.3892 i0.356 fors po-
larization (F590°) atQ i545° angle of incidence.24

This classical treatment provides a useful description
the parallel field componentsex andey , which are continu-
ous across the interface, but results in unphysical perp
dicular field components due to the abrupt change at
interface.26,27The strong spatial variations of the perpendic
lar fields may invalidate the dipole approximation.27 How-
ever, calculations of the local electric fields for a jelliu
model show that deviations from the classical Fresnel the
are only relevant if the photon energy is comparable to
bulk-plasmon energy.26 In 2PPE typical photon energies a
small compared to the bulk plasmon energy~which is 10 eV
for Cu!. One simple improvement to the classical theory is
introduce an effective refractive indexn0,neff,n1, which
varies smoothly across the interface from its valuen051 on
the vacuum side ton15n1 ik in the bulk.14,15 In this ap-
proximation the intensity of the electric field perpendicu
to the surface isez

2/uneffu2.
Next we consider the indirect excitation mechanism

Fig. 1, where the intermediate stateuk& is populated via scat
tering of photoexcited electrons from the substrate. This p
cess is similar to the substrate-mediated excitation me
nism in surface photochemistry induced by hot elect
attachment to unoccupied adsorbate resonances.28 In the first
approximation the population of the intermediate state is p
portional to the substrate absorbance.14 In the second step o
the 2PPE process the electron is excited by the probe pul
the final stateuf & with a transition rate given by Fermi’
golden ruleWk f}u(mk f•e)u2, and hence the polarization de
pendence of the 2PPE signal is given by

W}~Ap cos2 F1As sin2 F!umk f•eu2. ~3!

Here, Ap5(12ur pu2) and As5(12ur su2) denote the sub-
strate absorbance forp- and s-polarized light, respectively
andF is the angle of the polarization~see Fig. 2!. For copper
we calculate an absorbance ofAp50.75 (As50.5) for
p-polarized~s-polarized! light incident atQ i545°. For non-

FIG. 2. Schematic overview of the experimental geometry: T
p-polarized laser beam passes a half wave~l/2! plate and is incident
~in the x-z plane! on the Cu~111! surface under 45° from the sur
face normal~thez axis!. The 2PPE signal of photoemitted electro
is detected along the surface normal as a function of the pola
tion anglef, which is changed by rotating thel/2 plate.
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vanishing components ofmk f within the surface plane the
transition rate in Eq.~3! must be averaged according to th
symmetry of the surface.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in a UHV chamb
equipped with an electron time-of-flight spectrometer
2PPE spectroscopy as described elsewhere.10 Femtosecond
laser pulses are generated by a 200-kHz Ti Sapphire l
system pumping an optical parametric amplifier~OPA!. The
visible OPA output is frequency doubled to generate 70
pulses with photon energies ofhn54 – 4.3 eV. The
p-polarized laser beam passes a half wave~l/2! plate and is
incident on the Cu~111! sample under 45° with respect to th
surface normal~thez axis!, as schematically shown in Fig. 2
For p polarization~s polarization! the electric field is parallel
~perpendicular! to the plane of incidence~the x-z plane!.
Analysis of the LEED pattern indicates that thex axis is
rotated by 15° with respect to the@ 1̄10# direction of the
Cu~111! surface. In the experiment the polarization angleF
is varied by rotation of thel/2 plate around the axis define
by the laser beam. The Cu~111! crystal is cleaned by stan
dard procedures. CO is dosed at 88 K up to saturation c
erage, resulting in a (1.431.4) LEED pattern; subsequen
annealing to 117 K leads to a CO (A33A3)R30° phase, as
described previously~see Ref. 29 and references therein!. All
2PPE spectra are recorded for emission along the sur
normal~i.e., for an electron wave-vector component para
to the surfaceki50!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 displays 2PPE spectra recorded withp- and
s-polarized light for a clean Cu~111! surface~left panel,hn
54.25 eV! and a (A33A3)R30°-CO layer on Cu~111! ~right
panel,hn54.03 eV!. The spectra are plotted vs intermedia
state energy, i.e., measured kinetic energy plus work fu
tion minus once the photon energy. The two peaks on cl
Cu~111! originate from the occupied (n50) surface state
and the first (n51) image potential state atki50.10,30 Both

e

a-

FIG. 3. 2PPE spectra recorded withs- andp-polarized light for
clean Cu~111! ~left! and for a (A33A3)R30°-CO layer on Cu~111!
~right!. The energy axes give the intermediate state energies.
spectra are normalized to match the 2PPE intensities at low e
gies, where the signal is dominated by secondary electrons.
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states are observed only withp-polarized light ~the small
2PPE signal observed fors polarization is attributed to im-
perfect polarization!. The spectra for CO/Cu~111! show pro-
nounced structures from the Cud band, as well as from
adsorbate induced states. Analysis of the dependence of
positions on the photon energy clearly reveals that all C
induced peaks~labeled ass , p, and 2p* state! originate
from normally unoccupied states.18 Their binding energies
are 1.45, 2.4, and 3.6 eV aboveEF for the s, p, and 2p*
state, respectively. The CO 2p* state appears in 2PPE at a
CO coverages, whereas thes andp states are observed on
for a well-ordered (A33A3)R30° structure. In this contex
the denotation of the two states asp and 2p* state simply
means that these states are also observed withs-polarized
light ~in contrast to thes state, which is only observed wit
p-polarized light!. It does not imply that these states ha
strict p symmetry, as will be discussed below. While t
2p* state is derived from the unoccupied 2p* orbitals of
the free CO molecule18–21 the s state and thep state are
believed to originate from a folding of Cu bands in th
reduced-surface Brioullin zone due to the (A33A3) over-
layer structure.18 This is consistent with the fact tha
the latter states are only observed for the well-orde
(A33A3) structure. Further details of the unoccupied el
tronic structure of the CO/Cu~111! system will be discussed
elsewhere.18

The spectra forp- ands-polarized light have been norma
ized to equal intensities at low energies, where the 2P
signal is dominated by secondary electrons~E2EF,1.2 eV
in Fig. 3, right panel!. These secondary electrons origina
from photoabsorption in the bulk followed by inelastic sc
tering and relaxation processes. On Cu~111! the existence of
a band gap atki50 implies that such scattering process
occur both in the intermediate and the final state~at kiÞ0!
considering the observed long lifetimes and the intensity
secondary electrons in the 2PPE spectra.31 The 2PPE signa
at low energies is, therefore, assumed to be proportiona
the substrate absorbance in both excitation steps@i.e.,
}AF

25(Ap cos2 F1Assin2 F)2#. Throughout this paper al
2PPE spectra are normalized to the secondary-electron in
sity at low energies. For a 2PPE process where both ex
tion steps are driven by photoabsorption in the substrate,
normalization procedure would result in aconstantnormal-
ized intensity as a function of the polarization angleF. Any
remaining polarization dependence will then indicate
contribution from a direct excitation process in at least o
of the excitation steps in 2PPE.

Figure 4 compares the polarization dependence of the
malized 2PPE intensities from~a! the (n50) surface state
and the (n51) image potential state on clean Cu~111! ~hn
54.03 eV and 4.25 eV! and ~b! of the s state of the CO
(A33A3) phase (hn54.03 eV). For thes state the second
ary electron background has been subtracted~see Fig. 3!. For
all these states the intensity is maximal forp polarization and
vanishes fors-polarized light as expected for states withs
symmetry. When the polarization angleF is scanned be-
tweenp and s polarization we find that the (n50) and (n
51) states behave identically and that their intensities
nicely fitted byW}uezu4 @solid line in Fig. 4~a!#. This reveals
that 2PPE from the (n50) and (n51) states at these photo
ak
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energies is induced by adirect two-photon excitation mecha
nism with the transition dipole moments oriented along
surface normal inboth excitation steps~i.e., m ik

x5m ik
y

5mk f
x5mk f

y50!. This scenario is consistent with th
photon-energy dependence of the lineshapes and intens
of the (n50) and (n51) states as discussed in the Appe
dix ~see Fig. 6!. Consistent results were also obtained
bichromatic 2PPE experiments, where the polarization v
tors of the pump and probe pulses were varied independe
~not shown!. On the other hand, the intensity of the CO
induceds state in Fig. 4~b! shows a polarization dependenc
that is clearly different from that of the (n50) and (n51)
states. It can be fitted byW}AF•uezu2 according to Eq.~3!
with mk f

x5mk f
y50 @see dashed line in Fig. 4~b!#. This in-

dicates anindirect excitation process where the primary a
sorption step lies in the substrate~see Fig. 1!. A direct
excitation of thes state from an initial state~e.g., from
the Cu d bands! with a dipole moment in the surfac
plane would exhibit a polarization dependence likeWi f
}(uexu21ueyu2)•uezu2 and can be clearly ruled out@see dotted
line in Fig. 4~b!#.

To rationalize the dominance of the indirect~substrate
mediated! excitation mechanism observed for thes state, we
note that this state appears in the 2PPE spectra at lowe
ergies than thed-band peak~see Fig. 3!. Thes state can thus
be populated by secondary electrons resulting fromd-band
excitations in copper. Such secondary processes can inv
either the decay from higher-lying states~aboveEF! or the
relaxation of photogenerated holes in the Cud band~;2 eV
below EF! which leads to the generation of Auge

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the 2PPE signal from then50 sur-
face state and then51 image potential state on clean Cu~111! on
the polarization anglef ~defined in Fig. 2!. ~b! Same for thes state
of the (A33A3)CO/Cu(111) phase. The dashed lines corresp
to an indirect mechanism, where the primary excitation step occ
in the substrate and is governed by the absorbanceAF5Ap cos2 F
1As sin2 F. The solid and dotted lines show the prediction for
direct two-photon process induced byez

4 and (ex
21ey

2)ez
2, respec-

tively.
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electrons.31 These secondary electrons exhibit relatively lo
inelastic lifetimes, and thus have correspondingly lo
mean-free-path lengths. Excited state population by seco
ary electrons in 2PPE~similar to substrate mediated excit
tion in surface photochemistry28! may, therefore, be more
efficient compared to a direct excitation mechanism.

We now discuss the polarization dependence of the C
induced 2p* and p state, and thed-band peak@see Figs.
5~a!–5~c!#. Note the differences compared to states withs
symmetry ~Fig. 4!. First, we can rule out a substrat
mediated excitation mechanism; fits to Eq.~3! show that it is
impossible to explain the data in Fig. 5 by an indirect ex
tation process forany orientation of the dipole momentmk f
in Eq. ~3! even when background subtraction is allowe
Hence, direct excitation in both steps of the 2PPE proc
must be dominant. The solid lines in Fig. 5 show fits to t
polarization data for adirect excitation mechanism withou
any background correction. Herein, we have used Eq.~1.2!,
which has been symmetrized according to theC3v symmetry
of the Cu~111! surface ~three mirror planes and rotation
around the surface normal by 120°!. In general, we find for
all p states and the Cud bands that the transitions dipo
moments must have nonvanishing components in the sur
plane but have different orientations in both excitation ste

For the CO 2p* state at saturation coverage we obta
from the fits@solid line, Fig. 5~a!# that the transition-dipole

FIG. 5. Polarization dependence of the 2PPE signal of~a! the
2p* level at CO saturation (1.431.4) coverage,~b! thep and 2p*
states on (A33A3)-CO/Cu(111), and~c! the Cud-band peak on
clean Cu~111! and (A33A3)-CO/Cu(111), respectively. The soli
and dashed lines are fits of Eqs.~1.2! and~1.3! to the data~see text!.
Note that the 2p* level on (A33A3)-CO overlaps with then51
image state, which hass symmetry.
g
d-

-

-

.
ss

ce
s.

momentsmik andmk f are tilted byQ ik5Qk f561° from the
surface normal and rotated within the surface plane~azi-
muthal angle! by F ik519.5° andFk f5100° with respect to
the plane of incidence. This means that the component
the surface plane are oriented almost perpendicular to e
other in the two excitation steps (Fk f2F ik;80°). The cor-
responding numbers for the (A33A3)-CO coverage@Fig.
5~b!# are Q ik556°, Qk f555°, F ik516°, andFk f5102°
for the 2p* state andQ ik560°, Qk f561°, F ik517.6°, and
Fk f5102° for thep state, respectively. Note that the pola
ization dependence of the CO-induced 2p* and p states
cannot be fitted using Eq.~13!. For both states we find non
vanishing normal componentsmk f

zÞ0. For afree ~noninter-
acting! CO molecule oriented perpendicular to the surfa
the transition moment for excitation from the 2p* orbital to
a final state, which is totally symmetric must be orthogon
to the molecular axis~i.e., mk f

z50!. Since in the (A3
3A3) overstructure the CO moleculeis oriented perpendicu-
lar to the surface,29 the nonvanishing componentsmk f

zÞ0
mean that neither thep state nor the 2p* state have strictp
symmetry. In the case of the 2p* state, this is attributed to
hybridization of the CO 2p* states with the copper sub
strate. As was mentioned above, thep state is believed to
have mainly copper character.

The exact angles of the transition-dipole moments of
2p* and thep state depend somewhat on the model, e.g.,
whether a background is subtracted, and on the fact that
relevant electric field is identified with the field on th
vacuumside @Eq. ~2!#. However, it is impossible to fit the
polarization dependence curves of Fig. 5 with vanishingmk f

z

components. Interestingly, we find that the polarization
pendence of the CO 2p* state in the (A33A3)-CO struc-
ture @Fig. 5~b!# is different compared to saturation covera
@Fig. 5~a!#. In the (A33A3) structure the normal compo
nents of the transition dipole moments are about 15% str
ger, indicating an additional contribution from a state withs
symmetry. We attribute this to overlapping peaks of the C
2p* state with then51 image-potential state in the 2PP
spectrum at the (A33A3) coverage. This assignment
backed up by angle-resolved 2PPE measurements for
(A33A3)R30°-CO/Cu~111! phase, where we observe th
the 2PPE feature atE-EF53.6 eV in Fig. 3 shows a clea
upward dispersion for thes-symmetry state~assigned to the
n51 image-potential state! and a weak downward dispersio
for the CO 2p* state.18 Compared to clean Cu~111! the im-
age state is shifted towards the Fermi level due to a lowe
of the work function by 0.5 eV, and its linewidth is consid
erably broader. A similar persistence of an image state u
CO adsorption was reported by Tsuei and Johnson for
orderedc(232)-CO layer on Cu~100!.32 In this case the
image state was also found to overlap with the CO 2p*
resonance. Very recently, Reuß and co-workers carried o
detailed time-resolved 2PPE study of the influence of C
adsorption on the dynamics of image state on Cu~100!.33

They found a pronounced increase of the ‘‘pure’’ dephas
rates~see the Appendix! upon CO adsorption. As shown i
the Appendix, ‘‘pure’’ dephasing can lead to the populati
of an intermediate state by direct excitation, even if the tr
sition from the initial state is not in resonance with th
pump-photon energy.12 This might explain the fact that the
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2p* state~and also then51 image state on the (A33A3)
coverage! is excited directly in 2PPE withhn54.03 eV pho-
ton energy, although the copper bulk-band structure ha
band gap in the~111! direction aboveE-EF520.85 eV.

Figure 5~c! compares the polarization dependence
the Cu d-band peak on clean Cu~111! and (A3
3A3)-CO/Cu~111!. On the clean surface, the 2PPE sign
from thed band is clearly asymmetric aroundF50°. This is
attributed to the fact that the plane of incidence does
coincide with a mirror plane of the Cu~111! surface~i.e., the

@ 1̄10# direction of the crystal is rotated by 15° with respe
to the x axis in Fig. 2!. A fit to Eq. ~1.2! yields Q ik548°,
Qk f558°, F ik512°, andFk f5121°. Adsorption of the CO

(A33A3) structure leads to a reduction of the normaliz
2PPE signal aroundF50° ~p polarization! but no changes
for s-polarized light (F590°); this effect is even more pro
nounced for the saturation coverage~not shown!. Analysis
by Eq.~1.2! indicates slightly smaller normal components
the transition-dipole moments for the CO-covered surf
~Q ik548°, Qk f560°, F ik514°, and Fk f5125°!. The
2PPE signal of thed-band peak originates from two-photo
transitions via the projected band gap on Cu~111!, and there-
fore off-resonant excitation of the image-potential state w
contribute to the signal. The latter contribution will be r
duced if the image-state lifetime (t;1/Gk) becomes shorte
upon CO adsorption@see the Appendix, Eq.~A11! for in-
creasingGk#. Finally, we note that the polarization data
Fig. 5~c! can also be fitted by Eq.~1.3! ~see dashed lines!;
however, in this case 80% of the intensity must be subtrac
as a background contribution. We thus believe that sev
intermediate states contribute to 2PPE from the Cud band as
described by Eqs.~1.2! and ~A12!.

In summary, we have developed a simple experime
approach to analyze the excitation mechanism in two-pho
photoemission using polarized light. It allows us to discrim
nate between direct two-photon excitation mechanisms
indirect ~substrate mediated! mechanisms, where the inte
mediate state in 2PPE is populated by photogenerated
electrons from the substrate. In 2PPE from Cu~111! and
CO/Cu~111! both processes were found. The substr
mediated mechanism observed for thes state on the
(A33A3)R30°-CO surface is attributed to population
secondary electrons resulting presumably fromd-band exci-
tations in the substrate. In all other cases that we investig
in this paper, the direct excitation process prevails. For 2P
from the CO-induced unoccupied electronic states labele
2p* and p state the transition-dipole moments were fou
to have different orientations in the first- and secon
excitation step. Such detailed insights into the excitation p
cess would not be possible if onlys- and p-polarized light
were used for symmetry analysis. We note that with ident
pump and probe pulses it is not possible to distinguish
tween the first- and the second-transition dipole momen
the 2PPE process~mik and mk f!. However, this distinction
can be made in bichromatic 2PPE experiments, which for
(n50) and (n51) states of the bare Cu~111! surface gave
results that are consistent with monochromatic 2PPE.

Furthermore, we have derived analytical expressions
the 2PPE spectrum in a variety of cases of direct excitat
Our expressions, based on the optical Bloch equations, a
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us to determine the influence of energy relaxation, ‘‘pur
dephasing, and the pump-photon energy on the linesha
and intensities of ‘‘initial state’’ and ‘‘intermediate state
peaks in 2PPE. For the occupied surface state and the
image potential state on Cu~111!, a good agreement betwee
the measured and calculated spectra and resonance c
was demonstrated.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we derive some expressions for 2PPE
the case ofdirect excitation~where scattering and relaxatio
of hot substrate electrons is not involved!. The expressions
are based on the optical Bloch equations for a three-le
system. A more general treatment can be found in Ref.
Here we only discuss 2PPE with cw beams. A lot of info
mation can also be gained by solving the correspond
equations for femtosecond laser pulses,10,12but to our knowl-
edge, in the general case this can only be done numeric

A. 2PPE from one initial state, one intermediate state

First we consider the simplest case of a discrete ini
state and a discrete intermediate state. This scenario app
e.g., to the Cu~111! surface, where both the occupied surfa
staten50 and the first~unoccupied! image potential state
n51 lie in the sp band gap in the~111! direction of Cu. This
situation is described by a system consisting of an ini
stateui&, an intermediate stateuk&, and a continuum of final
statesuf & ~f is an index variable!, which are identified with
the states of the free electron in the vacuum. These state
eigenstates of the unperturbed HamiltonianH0 with H0u i &
5Ei u i &5\v i u i &, etc. We assume that there is no coupli
between the final states, so we can treat the transition to e
stateuf & separately, and the problem reduces to a three-le
system. The optical perturbation by the laser beams is gi
by

V~ t !52m•Re@epumpe
2 ivpumpt1eprobee

2 ivprobet#, ~A1!

wherem is the dipole operator andepump, eprobe, vpump, and
vprobeare the electric-field vectors and the frequencies of
pump and the probe beam, respectively. The state of
electron~in the Schro¨dinger picture! is given by the density
operator r(t), whose time evolution is described by th
Liouville–von Neumann equation35

ṙ52
i

\
@H01V,r#1 ṙdiss. ~A2!

Inserting the perturbationV and using the definitionsr̃ab

5ei (va2vb)trab , (r8 diss)ab5ei (va2vb)t( ṙdiss)ab , and Vab

51/\^auVub&ei (va2vb)t yields

r8 aa5@2 i ~Vabr̃ba1Vacr̃ca!#1cc.1~r8 diss!aa ~A3!
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r8 ab5 iVab~ r̃aa2 r̃bb!2 i ~Vacr̃cb2Vcbr̃ac!1~r8 diss!ab ,
~A4!

with aÞbÞcÞa.
V, r̃, andr8 diss are Hermitian. Here we only consider th

optical transitions fromui& to uk& by the absorption of a pump
photon and fromuk& to uf& by the absorption of a probe photo
~i.e., we exclude one-photon excitation fromui& to uf&, and
make the rotating-wave approximation!. Thus, the only non-
vanishing perturbation matrix elements are

Vik5
2mik•epump

2\
ei ~v i2vk1vpump!t5Mik•eiV ikt,

~A5a!

Vk f5
2mk f•eprobe

2\
ei ~vk2v f1vprobe!t5Mk f•eiVk ft,

~A5b!

and their conjugates, with the shorthand notationsMik ,
Mk f , V ik , andVk f .

The dissipative termṙdiss in Eq. ~A2! describes the energ
and phase relaxation on a phenomenological basis. T
relaxation processes are mediated by~i! inelastic electron
scattering leading to a decay of the populationr̃kk in the
intermediate state with a rateGk and ~ii ! quasi-elastic scat
tering ~e.g., with phonons and defects, or the decay of
photohole inui& to the substrate!, which leads to a decay o
the coherence between two levelsua& and ub& with the so-
called ‘‘pure’’ dephasing rate

Gab* 5Ga* 1Gb* . ~A6!

To keep the number of parameters small, we neglect
energy relaxation in the final state (G f50), and thus obtain
for the dissipative terms:

~r8 diss!kk52Gkr̃kk52~r8 diss! i i , ~A7.1!

~r8 diss! f f50, ~A7.2!

~r8 diss! ik52S G ik* 1
Gk

2 D r̃ ik52Gikr̃ ik , ~A7.3!

~r8 diss! i f 52G i f* r̃ i f , ~A7.4!

~r8 diss!k f52S Gk f* 1
Gk

2 D r̃k f52Gk fr̃k f , ~A7.5!
se

e

e

where the total dephasing parametersGik and Gk f were in-
troduced to shorten the following equations. To the low
order in perturbation theory, i.e., neglecting all saturat
effects, the Liouville-von-Neumann equation, which is no
referred to as optical Bloch equations,36 thus reduces to:

r̃ i i [1, ~A8.1!

r8 ik5 iM ik•eiV ikt
• r̃ i i 2Gikr̃ ik , ~A8.2!

r8 i f 5 iM k f•eiVk ft
• r̃ ik2G i f* r̃ i f , ~A8.3!

r8 kk5@2 iM̄ ik•e2 iV ikt
• r̃ ik#1cc.2Gkr̃kk , ~A8.4!

r8 k f5 iM k f•eiVk ft
• r̃kk2 iM̄ ik•e2 iV ikt

• r̃ i f 2Gk fr̃k f ,
~A8.5!

r8 f f5@2 iM̄ k f•e2 iVk ft
• r̃k f#1cc., ~A8.6!

whereM̄ ik and M̄ k f are the complex conjugates ofMik and
Mk f , respectively. Equations~A8! can easily be integrated t
yield34

r8 f f5uMik•Mk fu2F4GikGk f /Gk2~Gik1G i f* 1Gk f!

~Gik
21V ik

2!~Gk f
21Vk f

2!

1
2Gik1G i f* 1Gk f

~Gik
21V ik

2!~G i f*
21V i f

2!

1
Gik1G i f* 2Gk f

~G i f*
21V i f

2!~Gk f
21Vk f

2!

1
~Gik1G i f* 2Gk f!@~G i f* 1Gk f!

22Gik
2#

~Gik
21V ik

2!~G i f*
21V i f

2!~Gk f
21Vk f

2!
G , ~A9!

with V i f 5V ik1Vk f . The measured 2PPE spectru
I 2PPE(Ef) is proportional toWi f 5r8 f f as a function of the
final-state energyEf , times the productT(Ef) of the density
of final states and the transmission function of the spectro
eter. Assumingmk f andG f* to be independent ofEf , we get
I 2PPE~\v f !}T~\v f !•Wi f ~\v f !5T~\v f !•
u~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!u2

8•\4 •F 2G ik* Gk f* /Gk1Gk*

~Gik
21V ik

2!~Gk f
21Vk f

2!

1
G f*

~Gik
21V ik

2!~G i f*
21V i f

2!
1

G i* 14G i* G f* ~G i* 1Gk* 1G f* 1Gk/2!/~Gik
21V ik

2!

~G i f*
21V i f

2!~Gk f
21Vk f

2!
G ,

~A10!
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where thev f dependence lies only inT(\v f), Vk f , and
V i f . Equation~A10! is the sum of two Lorentz terms and
term proportional to the product of both. The first term in t
sum, which is proportional to 1/(Gk f

21Vk f
2), leads to an

‘‘intermediate state peak’’ at the final state energyEf5Ek
1\vprobe with a width @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# of 2\Gk f . The second term in the sum, which
proportional to 1/(G i f*

21V i f
2), leads to an ‘‘initial-state

peak’’ at the final state energyEf5Ei1\vpump1\vprobe

with a width ~FWHM! of 2\G i f* . If the two peaks are wel
separated, i.e.,V ik@Gk f1G i f* , the last term in the sum
which is proportional to the product of the first and the s
ond term, will also resemble a sum of both Lorentz ter
with appropriate constant factors. In this case, the 2P
spectrum will consist of a Lorentzian ‘‘initial-state peak
and a Lorentzian ‘‘intermediate-state peak.’’ If, on the oth
hand, the pump beam is in resonance with the transition
tween ui& and uk&, i.e., V ik50, the multiplication of the two
Lorentzian denominators in the last term of Eq.~A10! will
cause a linewidth narrowing of the resonance peak. At
same time the 1/(Gik

21V ik
2) factors will lead to a reso-

nance enhancement.
Figure 6~main panel! shows a 2PPE spectrum of Cu~111!

at 25 K measured in normal emission (ki50) with two 80-fs
laser pulses with\vpump54.74 eV, and\vprobe52.37 eV
~dots!.10 The spectrum shows three peaks that originate fr
the occupiedn50 surface state and the unoccupiedn51
and n52 image-potential states. Then50 andn51 peaks
were fitted with Eq.~A10! ~solid line!, setting the lifetime of
the n51 state (1/Gk) to the measured value of 22 fs.10 The
calculated curve was convoluted with a Gaussian func

FIG. 6. Main panel: 2PPE spectrum of Cu~111! at 25 K, mea-
sured in normal emission (ki50) with \vpump54.74 eV and
\vprobe52.37 eV ~dots!. The peaks originate from the occupiedn
50 surface state and the unoccupiedn51 andn52 image poten-
tial states. Then50 and n51 peaks were fitted with Eq.~A10!
~solid line!, convoluted with a Gaussian (FWHM540 meV) to ac-
count for the spectral width of the laser pulses and the spectrom
resolution. Inset: measured~points! and calculated@with Eq. ~A10!,
line# resonance curves, i.e., integrated intensities of then50 and
n51 peaks as a function of the pump-photon energy.
-
s
E

r
e-

e

n

(FWHM540 meV) to account for the spectral width of th
laser pulses and the spectrometer resolution. The meas
spectrum is very well fitted by the pure dephasing parame
G i* 50.031/fs,Gk* 50.012/fs, andG f* 50. The inset of Fig. 6
shows the measured~points! and calculated~line! resonance
curves, i.e., the integrated intensities of then50 and then
51 peak as a function of the pump-photon energy. Aga
the measurements are well reproduced by Eq.~A10!. This
shows that 2PPE from then50 and then51 state can be
described as a single direct excitation process, which lead
two peaks as a consequence of ‘‘pure’’ dephasing in
initial and the intermediate states.

If there is no ‘‘pure’’ dephasing in the initial and th
intermediate state, i.e.,G i* 5Gk* 50, the transition rateWi f

from Eq. ~A10! reduces to

Wi f ~\v f !5
u~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!u2

8•\4 •

3
G f*

@~Gk/2!21V ik
2 #~G f*

21V i f
2 !

, ~A11!

which leads to a spectrum consisting of a single Lorentz
‘‘initial state peak’’ and no ‘‘intermediate state peak.’’ Thi
case is shown by the dashed-dotted line in Fig. 7 which
calculated with the same parameters as the fit curve in Fig
except forG i* 5Gk* 50 and G f* 50.03/fs. For comparison
the solid line in Fig. 7 repeats the fit curve from Fig.
without the convolution with the Gaussian function. Th
dashed line in Fig. 7 shows the case that the pump beam
resonance with the transition betweenui& and uk&, in this case
\vpump54.52 eV. The other parameters are the same as
the solid line. A strong resonance enhancement and a
nounced narrowing of the peak are clearly visible, as w
also observed by Wallauer and Fauster30 and calculated by
Ueba.37

ter

FIG. 7. Influence of the ‘‘pure’’ dephasing parametersG i* , Gk* ,
and G f* , and the detuning of the pump beamV ik on the 2PPE
spectrum, calculated with Eq.~A10!. Solid line: fit curve from Fig.
6 without the convolution with the Gaussian. Dashed-dotted li
Same parameters, except forG i* 5Gk* 50 andG f* 50.03/fs. Dashed
line: Same parameters as the solid line, exceptV ik50.
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B. 2PPE from one initial state, several intermediate states

Next we consider the scenario of 2PPE from a discr
initial state ui& via several intermediate statesuk&, wherek is
now an index variable. In this case, the contributions fr
the different intermediate states interfere. This scenario
plies, e.g., to the Cu~111! surface when the higher imag
potential states (n52,3,...) are taken into account~however,
the contribution of then51 state usually dominates, see F
6!. Höfer et al.7 found fascinating interference effects of th
higher image states on Cu~100! in time-resolved 2PPE with
ultrashort~i.e., spectrally broad! laser pulses. Note, howeve
that on Cu~100! the excitation starts from a continuum o
initial states.

We neglect the coupling between the intermediate sta
and restrict ourselves to the case of vanishing ‘‘pur
dephasing in the initial and the intermediate states~G i* 50,
Gk* 50;k!. Then Eq.~A11! is generalized to

Wi f ~\v f !5U(
k

~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!

Gk/21 iV ik
U2 G f* /~8\4!

G f*
21V i f

2
.

~A12!

Note that Eq.~A12!, like Eq.~A11!, leads to a spectrum with
a single Lorentzian ‘‘initial state peak’’ with a FWHM o
2\G f* . In 2PPE from a single initial state, ‘‘intermedia
state peaks’’ will appear only if there is ‘‘pure’’ dephasing
the initial or the intermediate states. This is a consequenc
energy conservation.

C. 2PPE from a continuum of initial states

If there are several initial statesui& ~i is now an index
variable, too!, which do not interact among themselves, th
signals add up to the measured 2PPE spectrum:

I 2PPE~\v f !}T~\v f !•(
i

Wi f ~\v f !. ~A13!

A special case, which was also treated by Ueba,37 is formed
by a continuum of initial states with a constant densityDi ,
where the dipole-matrix elementsm ik and the relaxation rate
G i* and Gk do not depend on the initial-state energyEi .
Again we restrict ourselves to the case of vanishing deph
ing in the initial and intermediate states (G i* 5Gk*
50; i ,k). ThenI 2PPE(\v f)}T(\v f)•W(\v f) with

W~\v f !5
DiG f*

8\4 E U(
k

~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!

Gk/21 i ~v i2vk1vpump!
U2

3
d~\v i !

G f*
21~v i2v f1vprobe1vpump!

2 , ~A14!

and with the substitutionv5v i2v f1vpump1vprobe

W~\v f !

5
DiG f*

8\3 E U(
k

~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!

Gk/22 i ~Vk f2v! U2

•

dv

G f*
21v2

.

~A15!
e

p-

s,
’

of

r

s-

The spectrum consists of interfering Lorentzian ‘‘interme
ate state peaks’’ with FWHM’s of\Gk , convoluted with a
Lorentz curve with a FWHM of 2\G f* . If G f* !Gk;k, Eq.
~A15! reduces to

W~\v f !5
pDi

8\3 U(k

~mik•epump!~mk f•eprobe!

Gk/22 iVk f
U2

. ~A16!

Thus, with a continuum of initial states@like, e.g., in the
excitation of image potential states on Cu~100!#, ‘‘pure’’
dephasing is not necessary for ‘‘intermediate state peaks7

D. Density of final states and spectrometer transmission
function

The measured 2PPE spectrum is proportional to the p
uct T(Ef) of the density of final states and the transmiss
function of the spectrometer. The latter depends on the
ometry of the experiment, in particular on the electric fiel
between the sample and the spectrometer. An idealized
ation is that the region between the sample and the spect
eter is kept field free, and the spectrometer accepts all p
toemitted electrons within a certain solid angleDV ~which
may, e.g., be defined by the spot of the laser beams on
surface and the entrance aperture of the spectrometer!, where
DV does not depend on the kinetic energyEkin5Ef2Evac of
the electrons. ThenT(Ef) is proportional to the number o
free-electron states withinDV, which lie in a small energy
interval @Ef ,Ef1DEf #. Since the density of free-electro
states is constant ink space,

T~Ef !}DV•kf
2
•

1

dE/dkU
kf

~A17.1!

with

kf5
A2me•Ekin

\
5

A2me~Ef2Evac!

\
~A17.2!

and

dE

dkU
kf

5
\2kf

me
. ~A17.3!

Thus,

T~Ef !}DV•kf}DV•AEkin5DV•AEf2Evac.
~A18!

If a negative-bias voltageUbias is applied to the sample
~i.e., the electrons are accelerated towards the spectrome!,
the acceptance angle of the spectrometer will increase fo
photoemitted electrons, but more for the slow electro
Thus, the contribution of low-energy electrons to the me
sured spectrum will increase. On the other hand, if apositive
bias voltage is applied to the sample, the contribution
low-energy electrons to the measured spectrum will decre
~even to zero forEf,Evac1eUbias!.
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